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. Black gay male star fire ice.Advocates for maternity rights are urging parliamentarians to vote down plans
to create a single, lifelong parenting role for fathers. The two Andrews government bills would see couples
who choose not to become parents share the primary caregiving role for their children regardless of who is
the custodial parent. The Australian Institute of Family Studies' Nina Warner said the primary carer should

receive the primary carer role, but that should not be an unfair burden to women who wish to avoid being the
sole carer. She said a three-parent family was not essential for many of the children in the system, which is

itself a complex issue. "We see in Australia [from] what we call non-traditional families, with more and
more in that family structure, they don't necessarily need the three-parent families to thrive, they need the

primary carer role to be available to them," she told 774 ABC Canberra. "We also need to make sure that we
have those systems in place to support those many families who may have access to a single-parent family,

but are struggling for their child to have that primary carer role." Ms Warner said it was crucial to
acknowledge that Australia was not the only country to face this challenge. "I think what we should really
look at in Australia is to look at Australia's situation with some of the other international countries and say
how we can be an international leader in the things we do," she said. "For example, we know that we have

some of the highest rates of domestic violence in the world - there's no denying that. "As well as that there's
no denying, if you look at what's happening internationally, that's not the first country to look at in terms of
how do we ensure that all those parents are able to have this child and to enjoy it as well." Ms Warner said if

the legislation was passed, more young men would avoid accessing support services, and the burden of
fatherhood could be shouldered by people who did not really want to be fathers. "To have a child is

something to be able to do in your own life because you want to do it," she said. "We have to ensure that the
people that are going to be supporting them and making sure those relationships are there, that's what they

choose to be doing in their own life and that's where their interest lies."
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express.js api server 500
error with ng:common I
am writing an express.js

api server which gets data
from a db, manipulates it,
and then returns the result

to the client via an
angular.js app. Everything

is working fine when
connected to my local

webserver, but as soon as I
try to connect to the

production server, I get a
500 error. The headers
show no error code or
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anything. Here is my code:
var express =

require('express'); var app
= express(); var path =

require('path'); var favicon
= require('serve-favicon');

var logger =
require('morgan'); var

cookieParser =
require('cookie-parser');

var bodyParser =
require('body-parser'); var
expressValidator = require
('express-validator'); var
cors = require('cors'); //
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Required Middleware app.
use(bodyParser.json()); ap
p.use(bodyParser.urlencod
ed({ extended: false }));

app.use(cookieParser()); a
pp.use(express.static(path.j
oin(__dirname, 'public')));

// Views and Routes
app.set('views',

path.join(__dirname,
'app')); app.set('view

engine', 'ejs');
app.use('/api/test', routes);

// Default Route
app.use('/', (req, res, next)
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=> { res.sendFile(path.join
(__dirname,

'public/dist/index.html'));
}); var routes =

require('./routes/index'); //
Catch 404 and forward to

error handler
app.use(function(req, res,

next) { var err = new
Error('Not Found');

err.status = 404; next(err);
}); // Error Handler

app.use(function(err, req,
res, next) {

res.status(err.status || 500);
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res.send('Error:'+
err.message); }); //

Development error handler
3e33713323
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